
Celebrity News: Jada Pinkett
Smith and Will Smith’s Public
Split  Discussion  Was  ‘Best
Move’ for Them

By
Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith
are content after speaking their truth and discussing their
past breakup in public after August Alsina‘s affair claims.
According to UsMagazine.com, They are a very vulnerable and
open pair, and they felt opening up about the situation is the
best move for their family. The celebrity couple opened up
about their past split during the Friday, July 10, episode of
her  Facebook  Watch  series,  Red  Table  Talk,  after  Alsina,
claimed that he had a years-long affair with Pinkett Smith.
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The couple discussed the her brief “entanglement” with the
singer, noting it happened when she and Will were separated.

In  celebrity  news,  Jada  and  Will
felt  going  public  with  their
marital woes was the best move for
them,  as  an  open  and  vulnerable
pair. What are some ways being open
with your friends and family about
your  relationship  can  make  you
stronger as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Relationships are bound to go through their ups and downs and
not every couple feels comfortable letting the people around
them know when they’re going through a a difficult time. If
you’re looking for reasons to be open with you’re friends and
family about your relationship, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. You aren’t hiding: Hiding things about your relationship
from your friends and family is a full-time job. Knowing that
everything is on the table about your relationship will have
you both feeling free and open.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Find Out How Cardi B &
Offset Make Their Relationship Work

2. You may receive help: If you’re going through a rough patch
with your partner and you let your friends and family know,
they may be able to offer help and advice. Which can result in
the rough patch ending a lot sooner.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye
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West Are on ‘Different Pages’ Amid Quarantine

3. You can move on: Once the closest people in your life know
when you and you’re partner is going through a hard time, and
it’s over, you both can quickly move on from that. You won’t
spend  extra  time  dwelling  on  the  situation  because  your
friends and family will be caught up to speed.

What are some other ways being open with your friends and
family about your relationship can make you stronger as a
couple? Start a conversation in the comments below! 

Parenting Advice: 4 Types of
Parenting Styles
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By
Mara Miller

Celebrity parents Will Smith and Jada Pinkett-Smith encourage
their children to show their creative sides and allow their
kids to make their own decisions as long as they have a sound
reason for doing it. Julie Bowen believes you shouldn’t be
your kid’s best friend. Whether you’re a laissez-faire parent,
or super strict, in this parenting advice, we’ll look at four
parenting styles and how they can affect your kids!

Check out our parenting advice on
various types of parenting styles.

The type of parent you are has a lot to do with the type of
person your child will turn into as an adult. It can affect
everything from their weight to how they will treat other
people (bullying vs. non-bullying, anyone?). Your kids rely on
you not only to show them how to take out the trash or do the
dishes but how their choices can have positive or negative
consequences. Keep in mind that you might not fall into any
one category as a parent. Parenting styles can blend depending
on how old your children are and the mood you’re in. So don’t
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feel  bad  if  you’re  a  permissive  parent  one  day  and  an
authoritative  another  day.

1. Authoritarian: Authoritarian parents are the ones who force
their children to do as they say. “Because I said so” is a
common phrase used with this parenting style. Kids aren’t
allowed to do anything without their parent’s permission and
feelings are not taken into consideration. Studies show kids
who  grow  up  with  super  strict  parents  are  excellent  at
following the rules but it comes at a price. They grow up
thinking that their opinions don’t count and suffer from high
self-esteem problems. They also may grow to be excellent liars
in order to avoid punishment.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: How to Decide What TV Shows &
Movies to Allow Your Kids to Watch

2.  Authoritative:  Unlike  authoritarian  parents,
authoritative parents enforce their rules, but they also take
their children’s feelings into consideration even though the
parents are still involved. Children have consequences for bad
behavior, but they also get rewarded for good behavior. Kids
who grow up with authoritative parents tend to be well-rounded
adults who are happy and successful. They have no problems
making  decisions  on  their  own  because  they  are  able  to
evaluate the risks involved in any choices they make. Studies
show that this is the best type of parenting style.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: 5 Ways to Talk to Your Child
About Bullying

3. Permissive: Permissive parents set rules but they rarely
enforce them. They don’t like to hand out consequences for
their children’s behavior. They encourage their children to
talk to them about their problems but there isn’t a lot of
effort made to influence their child’s behavior one way or the
other. They try to act more like a friend to their child
rather than an actual parent. In fact, being liked by their
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child is more important than enforcing punishment for this
type of parent. Studies show children with permissive parents
tend to struggle academically and poor eating habits. Kids
with permissive parents may struggle with obesity and dental
issues because their parents don’t want to enforce healthy
eating habits.

4. Uninvolved: An uninvolved parent simply isn’t involved at
all. These types of parents tend to be neglectful, but it
isn’t always because they don’t care about their children.
They may be overworked or stressed by other events happening
in  their  lives.  They  may  also  lack  knowledge  of  child
development. This type of parent expects their children to
raise  themselves  and  are  not  involved  in  their  child’s
decision-making  process.  Studies  show  that  kids  with
uninvolved parents tend to have bad grades and misbehave in
school. They also tend to develop self-esteem issues.

What kind of parent are you? Let us know in the comments
below!

10 Valentine’s Day Date Ideas
Inspired by Celebrity Couples
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By
Lori Zaslow and Jenn Zucher for Project Soulmate

February is right around the corner, and we all know what that
means: Yes, Valentine’s Day is almost here, the one day of
year when couples get to celebrate their love and singles get
to eat Ben and Jerry’s guilt-free. This day is really magical.
It’s when romance can finally express itself, and those in a
relationship can really show their gratitude for one another.

However, the day doesn’t get cut much slack, mostly because a
lot of people don’t know what to do to celebrate. That’s where
expert  matchmakers  Lori  Zaslow  and  Jennifer  Zucher  can
help! They are at the helm of the luxury matchmaking company
Project Soulmate, and with their combined expertise, they know
how  to  craft  a  date  idea  that’s  fit  for  any  type  of
relationship.

This year, with their expert relationship advice, we have
crafted 10 date ideas inspired by celebrity couples. These
duos all have one thing in common: their strong bond with
their soulmate. By taking inspiration from their love lives,
we hope you can find a date that will bring you and your
partner even closer together.
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Related Link: New Year, New You! Expert Relationship Advice to
Revamp Your Love Life

Look  to  Your  Favorite  Celebrity
Couples  for  Valentine’s  Day
Inspiration
1. Beyoncé and Jay-Z: This Valentine’s Day, we want you and
your  partner  to  spend  it  Crazy  in  Love.  We  want  you  to
forget all of your 99 Problems and put your Love on Top. Yes,
those puns mean what you think they do: a Valentine’s date
idea  inspired  by  the  iconic  duo  Beyoncé  and  Jay-Z.  This
celebrity couple has been together for over 15 years. They’ve
written dozens of songs together and now have three beautiful
children — who wouldn’t want to spend a day emulating them?

Why not go to a concert for Valentine’s Day? It doesn’t have
to be a big one; it could be a small band that you and your
loved one both enjoy. Singing and listening to music with your
partner on such a romantic day is sure to hit some right
notes. Or, if you want something more low-key, a karaoke bar
could be great. Enjoying music together is perfect for couples
who already have a passion for the industry –and obviously, a
shared musical interest has served Beyoncé and Jay-Z well.

2. Victoria and David Beckham: When you think of inspirational
celebrity couples, who comes to mind? If it’s not Victoria and
David Beckham, then you’ve had a lapse in memory because no
couple is more #goals than them! These two are the textbook
definition of class, and we heard that, if you look up “posh”
in the dictionary, you’ll find a picture of the two of them
surrounded by their four children. We’re joking, of course,
but this celebrity couple is the inspiration for our next
Valentine’s Day date idea: a swanky dinner.

Going to a posh, new restaurant with your significant other is
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a classic idea and a tried-and-true Valentine’s Day date. So
throw in a David Beckham-twist, and head to a sports game or
bar before the two of you dress up for your five-star meal. It
may be a fun way to release some nerves before your dinner
plans.

3. Kristen Bell and Dax Shepard: Two of the most underrated
people in Hollywood also happen to be happily married and have
a relationship that shows that shared humor is a blessing.
Kristen Bell and Dax Shepard have proven that a love for
comedy leads to the purest of partnerships and makes for some
great  laughs  that  help  you  and  your  loved  one  grow  even
closer. Taking inspiration from these two, go to a comedy club
or an underground stand-up night. Take your partner to a place
where you both can laugh and enjoy a fun time that’s bound to
be memorable.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kristen Bell and Dax
Shepard Rent a Roller Skating Rink for Date Night

4. Rose Leslie and Kit Harington: You and your partner have a
solid relationship, and you guys aren’t the going out type.
The two of you have no plans for Valentine’s Day, except that
Chinese takeout you want to order, and you’re not really sure
what to watch. Take a cue from stars Rose Leslie and Kit
Harrington, who fell in love while on set together for Game of
Thrones. Find shows and films where the couples are married in
real life, and watch their romance blossom on-screen, all the
while knowing that they’re still in love off-camera. Start by
rewatching  (or  watching  for  the  first  time!)  those  early
episodes of GoT where Jon and Ygritte fall in love, and don’t
miss the true magic that is being filmed between these two
soulmates!

5. Rita Wilson and Tom Hanks: Another date night idea that
doesn’t involve going out and dealing with the madness that is
Valentine’s  Day  takes  inspiration  from  power  couple  Rita
Wilson and Tom Hanks. These two have been happily married for
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almost 30 years and have two sons together, but as a couple,
they’re  probably  best-known  for  their  ability  to  keep  to
themselves. They’ve managed to stay under the radar when in
comes to paparazzi, and that’s because they’re both as down-
to-earth as a celebrities can get. They prove that you don’t
have to be glitz and glam to enjoy being with your loved one.

Take  inspiration  from  them  and  stay  home  and  make  dinner
together. Spend a low-key night bonding with each other and
with your family rather than making a big scene. Their love
has proven that it’s not about what you do; it’s about who you
do it with.

6. Sarah Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick: Valentine’s Day
doesn’t strictly mean that you and your partner have to spend
time alone together. It’s a day about love, but it doesn’t
have to be spent isolated from your closest friends. This
Valentine’s Day, take inspiration from Sarah Jessica Parker
and Matthew Broderick and host a group dinner at home. This
celebrity  couple  is  known  for  their  incredible  group  of
friends; they know how to be loving with their spouse while
also maintaining a healthy social life. So why not have a
Valentine’s Day dinner party and avoid the hassle of making
plans at a fully-booked restaurant? Afterwards, you all can
play cute couple games and end the night on a fun note.

Related  Link:  Expert  Relationship  Advice:  The  Stages  of
Soulmates

7. Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher: Mila Kunis shared that her
first kiss ever was on the set of That 70’s Show with her
future husband Ashton Kutcher. If that isn’t one of the cutest
stories ever, we don’t know what is! The two of them have two
children together and are always pictured smiling ear-to-ear
at basketball and baseball games together.

That’s why our next date idea was easy: Take your loved one to
a sporting event. Watching sports together makes for some
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great  moments  —  from  the  pre-game  tailgate  to  the  first
minutes after a big win, a game is bound to make the two of
you feel closer. Plus, this celebrity couple seems to really
enjoy watching the game together, so if it works for them, it
can’t hurt to try it with your significant other.

8. Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will Smith: The next inspiration for
a Valentine’s Day date idea comes from a famous couple that
exemplifies trendy. Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will Smith have
been together for nearly 21 years and have two children who
have both thrived in the artsy-alternative community. This is
a family of trendsetters and artists, so a date inspired by
them needs to be on the same thread.

That’s why we suggest that you and your soulmate go to a
modern art exhibit or a jazz club — something that stimulates
your  minds  but  is  visually  or  musically  pleasing  too.
Afterwards, go to a cute little place for dinner for a well-
rounded date. You can talk about the art or performance during
your  meal,  so  you  don’t  have  to  worry  about  any  awkward
silences!

9. Sarah Michelle Gellar and Freddie Prinze Jr.: From She’s
All  That  to  Cruel  Intentions,  Sarah  Michelle  Gellar  and
Freddie Prinze Jr. ruled the silver screen of 90’s romances,
and now, they have championed a new field: long-term celebrity
relationships. They have been married for almost 16 years and
have two children together, and there has never been a rumor
of them getting a celebrity divorce or threatening to split.

A great date idea for the couple who loves a little bit of
90’s romance is a night out at a retro theatre watching old
rom-coms.  Snack  on  some  buttery  popcorn  and  soda  for  a
throwback Valentine’s Day date night!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Details About Meghan
Markle’s Upcoming Bachelorette Party

10. Meghan Markle and Prince Harry: We couldn’t end this list
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without including the celebrity couple whose engagement has
dominated  headlines  for  the  past  month  or  so.  Yes,  we’re
talking about the much anticipated royal wedding of Meghan
Markle and Prince Harry. Taking inspiration from this couple,
we decided that the best date idea would be to get fancy and
take your loved one to high tea. Enjoy the cute little hors
d’oeuvres and classy tea rituals before heading to a spa for
some much-needed rest and relaxation. End the day with a bath
bomb or a bubble bath from Lush’s collection of rose-scented
goodies, and enjoy some romantic tub time as a couple.

For  more  expert  relationship  advice  from  Project
Soulmate,  check  out  their  website.

Parenting  Tips:  See  How
Celebrity  Moms  Raise  Their
Children  Without  Gender
Stereotypes
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By Ma
rissa Donovan

Some  celebrity  parents  such  as  Megan  Fox  break  away  from
gender stereotypes and raise their children to make their own
choices on what they want to wear or who they want to become.
Fox has been seen letting her first son Noah wear dresses
because that is what he is most comfortable in. As a parent,
Fox wants her children to feel confident in the choices they
make and gender stereotypes can be detrimental to a child’s
growth.

Check out how other celebrity moms
are  breaking  away  from  gender
stereotypes!

1. Jada Pickett Smith: Celebrity kids Jaden and Willow Smith
has been making headlines for their actions, but Jada Pickett
Smith  always  stands  behind  her  children!  According  to
Usmagazine.com, Smith claimed to be a unconventional parent
for how she allows her children to make their own choices
instead  of  telling  them  what  she  validates  as  okay.  Many
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people  have  been  surprised  by  Jaden  fashion  choices  and
willow’s  choice  to  shave  her  head.  She  believes  it’s
empowering  to  let  her  children  put  themselves  first!

Jada  Pinkett  Smith
and  Jaden  Smith.
Photo: Facebook.com

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Children  Who  Are  Just  Like  Their
Parents

2. Adele: Powerhouse singer Adele is not only a force to be
reckoned with musically, but also has a voice when it comes to
breaking  gender  stereotypes.  In  an  interview  with
Time.com, the singer expressed her excitement for the future
of her son Angelo. She excited to see who he will fall in love
with, who his best friends will be, and what movies he will
enjoy!  So  far  it  looks  like  Frozen  has  been  one  of  his
favorites  since  the  celebrity  child  wore  a  Princess  Elsa
costume to Disneyland!
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Adele.  Photo:  Marco
Sagliocco  /  PRPhotos.com

Related Link: Adele Is ‘Thrilled’ About Becoming a Mother

3. Carrie Fisher: The legendary Carrie Fisher did not believe
in  enforcing  gender  roles  on  her  daughter  Billie
Lourd. According to Teenvogue.com, the Scream Queens star was
named Billie was one of ways Fisher showed that gender didn’t
matter. The celebrity mom took pride in showing her daughter
that men and woman are equal and all that mattered was being a
strong person!

Photo:
praisethelourd/Instagr
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Related Link: January Jones Opens Up About Being a Single
Celebrity Mom

4.  Bryce  Dallas  Howard:  Jurassic  World  star  wanted  her
daughter to lead the way instead of instilling gender roles
in Beatrice. According to People.com, allowed her daughter to
wear hand-me-downs from her brother Theodore. Her celebrity
child was also bald for a long period of time and her gender
did not appear prominent. Howard had no issue with what other
people thought of her daughter because she was focused on
letting Beatrice make her own choices.
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Related Link: Celebrity Mom Jillian Michaels Admits It’s Hard
to Balance Workouts and Motherhood

5. Jillian Michaels: Famous fitness trainer Jillian Michaels
is okay with having her son Phoenix  follow his daughter
Lukensia’s  choices.  According  to  Huffingtonpost.com,
Phoenix enjoys wearing heels and playing with dolls. Michaels
does not tell her son these choices are off limits because she
believes  it’s  okay  to  like  things  that  are
traditionally  stereotyped  for  girls  only.

Jillian  Michaels  with
daughter  Lukensia.  Photo:
FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Which celebrity mother is your favorite from our list? Let us
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know in the comments!

8 Celebrity Couples Who Were
Friends First

By
Katie Gray

They say that the best relationships stem from friendship.
This is all too true for celebrity couples as well. Many
celebrity relationships started off as friendships first and
develop into more from there. This relationship advice shows
us that it’s important to communicate and establish a real
connection first.
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Cupid has compiled eight celebrity
couples who were friends first:

1. Prince William & Princess Kate Middleton: It’s well-known
that this royal couple were college friends before getting
together in a relationship. The rest is history, as their
celebrity wedding aired for millions of viewers, and the birth
of their two beautiful regal celebrity babies has been widely
publicized. Long live the Royal Couple!

2. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted! Actors Ryan Reynolds
and Blake Lively actually met on the set of a film and became
close friends. After that, their friendship blossomed into a
loving relationship. Who says you can’t mix business with
pleasure? The pretty pair married in a beautiful celebrity
wedding, had a celebrity baby and have another on the way! We
can’t wait to keep watching their family grow.

3. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: That 70’s Show stars Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis were friends and co-stars on the hit
retro sitcom. However; they both were in relationships at the
time, so they just remained friends. Well after filming ended,
the two united as a celebrity couple, married and have a baby
daughter together. They show us that the best things in life
are worth the wait.

Related Link: Hollywood’s Most Unexpected Celebrity Couples

4.  Jay-Z  &  Beyoncé:  Arguably  music’s  most  notable  and
memorable celebrity couple is Jay-Z and Beyoncé. They are
royalty in the music industry. They married in 2008 after
years of friendship and music collaboration. In 2012, they
welcomed their celebrity baby, Blue Ivy Carter. It’s been
noted that as of 2014, the couple have sold 300 million albums
together.

5.  Will  Smith  &  Jada  Pinkett-Smith:  We  love  it  when  our
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favorite  actors  unite  and  show  us  that  a  celebrity
relationship can last. Notable actors Will Smith and Jada
Pinkett-Smith first met in 1995 during her audition for a role
on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. The two developed a friendship
and then married and had celebrity babies together.

6. Marcus Mumford & Carey Mulligan: Carey Mulligan is most
known for her role as Daisy Buchanan in one of the versions of
The Great Gatsby. It turns out that before she and Marcus
Mumford tied the knot in 2012, they had actually been friends
for quite some time. In fact, they were childhood pen pals.
How cute!

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly

7. Ryan Dorsey & Naya Rivera: Fellow actors Naya Rivera from
Glee and Ryan Dorsey married in 2014 after four years of
friendship. Their celebrity wedding was in Cabo San Lucas and
they had their son the following year.

8. Kanye West & Kim Kardashian: It’s no secret that rapper
Kanye West, always had his sight set on reality starlet Kim
Kardashian. He even says in his lyrics, “I’ll admit I had fell
in love with Kim, around the same time she had fell in love
with him.” The married couple were friends for nine years
prior to getting engaged in 2014. They are now happily married
with a daughter and a son.

Who are your favorite celebrity couples who started as friends
first? Share below!
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Jessica Alba and Cash Warren

What a fantastic love story this celebrity couple shares! Alba
met Warren on the set of 'Fantastic Four' in 2004, and by
2008,  the  two  had  said  “I  do.”  The  pair  later  welcomed
daughters Honor and Haven. Photo: STPR / PRPhotos.com

10  Celebrity  Couples  Who
Can’t Get Divorced Or We’ll
Lose All Faith in Love
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By
Dejha Carlisle

We all love the lives of famous celebrity couples. Everything
about  their  celebrity  relationships  seem  perfect!  Their
Instagram pictures and cute matching tattoos (for the edgy
couples) make us wish to be in their shoes. Of course, they
encompass our relationship goals, but which celebrity couples
would we hate to see divorced?

These  are  the  top  couples  that
Cupid would hate to see divorced,
or we’d lose a little of our faith
in love:

1. Jennifer Aniston & Justin Theroux: This couple said their
“I  do’s”  on  Aug.  5.  The  couple  got  engaged  on  Theroux’s
birthday, which is pretty darn special! Their ceremony was a
secret, so the couple loves their privacy.

2. Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson: This pair makes a good team when
it comes to respect and support from one another. They manage

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-relationships/
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to keep their personal business private, which is essential
for a healthy, successful relationship.

Related Link: Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love Last

3.  Goldie Hawn & Kurt Russell: These two have an easygoing
relationship that most would love to have. Though they aren’t
technically married, Hawn and Russell has maintained a down-
to-earth love in their relationship, and you will find it hard
to believe they will ever separate!

4.  Annette  Bening  &  Warren  Beatty:  What  makes  their
relationship so special? Beatty was the biggest womanizer in
the industry back in his day, that is until he met Bening.
What made him choose her over everyone else? Her cool and
confident composure.

Related Link: Annette Bening Stars in ‘The Face of Love’

5. Mary-Kate Olsen & Olivier Sarkozy: This relationship is a
very cozy one, given that many people didn’t approve of their
celebrity marriage. The two don’t seem to mind what others
think, and their love definitely seems genuine.

6. Kevin Bacon & Kyra Sedgwick: This couple makes it a point
to keep family first, and they make sure they recognize each
other’s accomplishments. They know they have to compromise,
and this is the main key to their successful marriage.

Related  Link:  Kyra  Sedgwick  Opens  Up  About  Why  She  Loves
Husband Kevin Bacon

7. Jada Smith & Will Smith: These two know how to keep their
relationship fresh and spontaneous. Pinkett met Will when she
auditioned for a role on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. Although
she didn’t get the part, she did catch his eye. This couple
has  been  together  ever  since,  and  has  had  two  beautiful
children.

8. Jamie Chung & Bryan Greenberg: Greenberg declared himself a
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lucky  man  when  he  married  Chung!  Who  wouldn’t  want  their
husband to feel the same way? This couple shows a lot of
enthusiasm in their marriage, and many couples tend to forget
that part.

Related  Link:  Single  Celebrity  Susan  Sarandon  ‘Trying  to
Figure Out’ the Single Life

9. Denzel Washington & Paulette Pearson: Washington and his
wife met on the job, like most famous married couples. They
maintained  a  very  successful  relationship,  and  have  four
children.

10. Elton John & David Furnish: This couple formed a civil
partnership when it became legal in 2005. The two have been
dedicated to their love and family ever since.

What other celebrity couples would you hate to see divorce?
Comment below.

Relationship  Advice:  5  Ways
to  Unpack  Relationship
Baggage
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By
Donna Arp Weitzman

It’s  virtually  impossible  to  enter  any  new  relationship
without hauling in some personal baggage. We all have our
histories—children  from  a  former  marriage,  ex-spouses,  ex-
partners, or ex-in-laws. Your new special someone comes with
emotional luggage. We all do. Even celebrity couples like Jada
Pinkett-Smith and Will Smith have been there. So have Kate
Capshaw, Steven Spielberg, Demi Moore, Bruce Willis, Catherine
Zeta-Jones … the list goes on. Each of them ventured into the
world of new coupledom with a hearty amount of histories on
their shoulders.

Here are 5 pieces of relationship
advice  to  help  you  change  your
outlook,  and  unpack  relationship
baggage:

1. First of all: Do you want to carry his bags?: If you peer
into the future and see nothing but problematic suitcases
standing between you and your partner, it’s time to figure out
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what you’re going to do about it. If he’s not worth the
luggage, move on. But if you think he’s got what it takes, get
ready.

Related Link: Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith Discuss How
They Make Their Relationship Work

2. Don’t view the past as a burden: If you truly care about
your partner and want to make things work long-term, don’t run
from the past. Welcome it. You can’t shift into the future if
you’re stuck in the past.

3. Remember: You have baggage, too: Even if you don’t have an
ex-spouse or children from a former relationship, you aren’t
perfect. In an ideal world, we would meet our soul mates, fall
in love, and live happily ever after. Life unscathed. But
that’s not how it works. There’s nothing wrong with looking at
someone else’s luggage—just be sure to check yours, too.

Related Link: Will Smith Says Family Is All About Love and
Communication

4. “Divorced” doesn’t mean “damaged”: Unless you’re in your
20’s, you can hardly throw an engagement ring without hitting
a divorced guy. But just because he’s divorced doesn’t mean
he’s damaged. Think about it. He’s been divorced, which means
he’s been married, which means he understands what it means to
commit, and what it takes to make a marriage work. (I know
what you’re thinking: If he knows how to make a marriage work,
how come he isn’t married anymore? But keep this in mind—one
way to find out what works is to know what doesn’t.)

5. Don’t be afraid of kids: They aren’t that scary, I promise.
Yes, I know that kids come with that aforementioned ex-spouse,
which means they come with a mother, which means you have to
be compete. But here’s the catch: You don’t have to compete.
They already have a mom. If your partner is worthy of serious
commitment, you can’t view his kids as “add-ons.” They’re
essentials.  One  great  thing  about  dating  a  dad  is  they
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understand and appreciate what it means to put others before
yourself. If your catch is also a great father, that tells you
volumes about his character.

Donna Arp Weitzman is a wife, mother, and businesswoman who
enjoys  writing  and  a  good  pair  of  Manolo  Blahniks.  Donna
earned her BSE and MSE in Counseling from Midwestern State
University  and  completed  the  Harvard  Business  School  OPM
Management Program. Weitzman has served as a mayor and leader
in local city government and continues to serve the greater
Dallas community in a variety of civic and cultural roles.
However, it’s the lessons she has learned in the school of
life that she most wants to share with others. Cinderella Has
Cellulite is Weitzman’s first book and has been adapted into a
screenplay, which is currently being optioned for a major
cable TV series. Her writing has previously been published as
a columnist for The News and Times, Tri-Cities, and she’s
recently been interviewed on Good Morning Texas and KDFW. As a
frequent public speaker, she enjoys making others laugh and
opening their eyes to a new perspective on some of life’s most
challenging experiences.

Celebrity  News:  Will  Smith
Says Cheating Ex-GF Inspired
Him to Become Famous
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By
Abbi Comphel

Here’s some interesting celebrity news! Will Smith says his
cheating  ex-girlfriend  inspired  him  to  become  famous.
UsMagazine.com reports that Smith was 15 years old when his
girlfriend cheated on him. He then had a realization that he
wanted to be the most famous man in the world. And, he did
just that! 15 years later, he met his celebrity love Jada
Pinkett Smith. They now have two celebrity kids, Jaden and
Willow.

This celebrity news is surprising!
What are some ways to inspire your
partner in his or her career?

Cupid’s Advice:

There are many ways to support your partner in their career
and life. Cupid has the best advice on how to inspire your
partner:

http://cupidspulse.com
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1. Be better: If you do inspiring things in your own career
and lift yourself up, then it will make your partner want to
do the same thing. You can be a power couple and take on the
world together.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Fun:  Chrissy  Teigen  Shares
Hilarious Post-Thanksgiving Pics with John Legend 

2. Be interested: Don’t ignore your partner when they are
talking to you or are excited about their career. It will make
them feel like they aren’t doing a good enough job. Really
support them and invest in them.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Kendra Wilkinson & Hank Baskett
Don’t Watch Marital Struggles on TV

3. Be helpful: Be there for them when they are stressed out.
Let them know what a great job they are doing and inspire them
to want to be more and do more. If they have a good support
system then they will have a better chance.

What are good ways to inspire your partner in his or her
career? Comment below! 

5 Celebrity Couples Who Have
Massive Height Differences
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By
Abbi Comphel

There are many celebrity couples in Hollywood that do not let
their height difference bother them. They can be seen around
Hollywood  in  love  and  happy.  These  celebrity  couples
definitely know how to make height difference look good!

Cupid  has  created  a  list  of
celebrity couples who have massive
height differences:

1. Hayden Panettiere and Wladimir Kitschko: There is a major
height difference between these two. Panettiere is 5’0″ while
her husband is 6’6″. They are also 14 years apart. But the two
still share a sweet relationship.

2. Kristen Bell and Dax Shepard: Kristen Bell and Dax Shepard
are a Hollywood power couple. The height difference between
the two is quite big. The Frozen star coming in at 5’1″ and
Shepard coming in at 6’2″.

Related Link: Dax Shepard Keeps Fiancee Kristen Bell Laughing 
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3. Nicole Kidman and Keith Urban: This celebrity relationship
can  be  seen  by  others  as  a  little  odd  due  to  height
difference, but they don’t let that bother them. Kidman may
have some height on Urban, but the two are still super cute
and in love.

4. Portia De Rossi and Ellen DeGeneres: One of Hollywood’s
favorite power couple, Portia De Rossi and Ellen DeGeneres
have a height difference. Ellen definitely looks up to Portia
in this relationship!

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Just Made It Official 

5.  Will  and  Jada  Pinkett-Smith:  This  long-time  celebrity
couple has a height difference of 14″. Will Smith is 6’2″,
while  Jada-Pinkett  Smith  is  5′.  They  have  not  let  this
difference bother them. The two have been together for quite
some time now.

Do you know of other celebrity couples who have huge height
differences? Comment below! 

20 Fashionable Celebrity Moms
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Gwen Stefani

The No Doubt front woman and L.A.M.B. fashion designer has a
unique sense of style, one that she's passed down to her three
celebrity babies. Photo: Gucci/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES



20 Celebrity Couples Who Are
Just Like Us
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Nikki Reed and Ian Somerhalder

Like many of us, the actors, who tied the knot this summer,
have a passion for animals and consider their pets to be their
babies. Photo: Willie Pena/Diana Pena / PRPhotos.com

5  Celebrity  Marriages  That
Are Rock Solid
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By
Molly Jacob

With  news  of  Ben  Affleck  and  Jennifer  Garner‘s  celebrity
divorce, we’re wondering whether Hollywood relationships can
really last through the fame, wealth, and stardom. Not all
hope is lost! Some celebs still stay together through all the
tabloid  rumors,  scandals,  and  ordeals.  There  are  some
celebrity  marriages  that  have  stood  the  test  of  time  and
stayed rock solid.

See  what  celebrity  couples  are
still  together  and  stronger  than
ever, and see what love advice they
have for other couples!

1. Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith:

Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith met on the set of The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air, when Pinkett Smith was auditioning for the
role of Will’s girlfriend (a role that went to Nia Long). This
celebrity  couple  got  hitched  in  1997  after  two  years  of
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dating. The Smiths have raised celebs of their own in their
celebrity  marriage,  with  Willow  and  Jaden  stealing  the
spotlight  in  many  of  Smith’s  movies.  As  for  love  advice,
Pinkett Smith said in an interview with Howard Stern, “We have
traveled and you’ve gotta be strong. It takes work — you know
that!”

Related Link: Will Smith Says Family Is All About Love and
Communication

2. Sarah Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick:

These celebrity couple superstars have been together 18 years
and have three children together. Broderick offered this love
advice in an interview with E!: “Keep talking I guess, I know
how cliché that is. Too much silence is definitely not a good
idea.”

3. Tim McGraw and Faith Hill:

County music stars Tim McGraw and Faith Hill met while doing
what  they  do  best:  while  performing  at  an  outdoor  music
festival. Hill broke off an engagement with producer Scott
Hendricks and McGraw broke up with his girlfriend so that the
pair could start dating and become the well-known Hollywood
relationship they are today. Since their marriage in 1996,
this celebrity couple has had three beautiful daughters. The
country music celebs recently put to rest rumors that they
were getting divorced.

Related: Tim McGraw Credits Faith Hill for Helping Him Quit
Alcohol

4. Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson:

Hollywood superstars Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson married in 1998
and have two kids together, Chester and Truman. When Wilson
had a double mastectomy this past May, Hanks stayed by her
side and took care of her throughout the whole ordeal. The
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celeb  said  in  an  interview  with  The  New  York  Times  that
dealing with this brought this Hollywood relationship closer
together.

5. John Travolta and Kelly Preston:

John Travolta and Kelly Preston met while filming The Experts
in 1987 and married four years later. While many negative
rumors have swirled around these celebs during the course of
their marriage, they’ve managed to stay strong for the past 24
years.  This  celebrity  marriage  endured  through  many
heartbreaking struggles, including their son’s tragic death in
2009.

What other celebrity marriages are rock solid? Let us know by
commenting below!

Hollywood  Stars  and  Their
Trendsetting Celebrity Kids
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Honor and Haven Warren

Jessica Alba and Cash Warren's daughters know that prints are
in! Take a cue from Honor and Haven and rock stripes or polka
dots this summer. Photo courtesy of Jessica Alba's Instagram.



Will Smith and Jada Pinkett-
Smith  Show  Their  Love  in
Hawaii

By
Laura Seaman

Will Smith and his wife Jada Pinkett-Smith are showing off
their love for each other as they kiss and hold hands during
their  Hawaiian  getaway.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
couple, married 16 years, was seen on the beach with their

daughter Willow Smith, 13, on June 9th looking fit, flirty, and
very much in love.

How can you show your partner you care in public?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Telling your partner you love them is one thing, but showing
them is another. If you don’t show that you care for your
partner  in  public,  they  might  get  the  idea  that  you’re
embarrassed by them, and that can lead to some big problems in
the future. To help avoid that problem, here is Cupid’s advice
on how to show everyone how much you care about your partner:

1. Show them a little affection. Holding your partner’s hand
or giving them a peck on the cheek are small, polite ways to
show them that you’re happy to be with them and that you don’t
care who knows. Be careful not to take it too far, as too much
PDA can be embarrassing and obnoxious.

Related: Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher Go On Movie Date

2.  Brag  about  them  to  others.  Compliments  are  great,  but
compliments that others hear can be better. This doesn’t mean
shouting across the restaurant, but maybe making a comment
while your waiter is filling your glasses such as “Doesn’t she
look beautiful?” or “He sure is handsome tonight, isn’t he?”
can be little ways to show your affection to others.

Related: Kanye West Shows Off His Wedding Ring

3. Let them show off their talent. If your partner is a great
singer, try taking them to a karaoke bar. If they’re a great
dancer, take them out dancing one night. Do an activity that
lets your partner show off a bit, and let them know you
support their talents one hundred percent.

How do you show everyone you care about your partner? Let us
know in the comments!
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Will Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith’s  Marriage  is  Still
Going Strong Despite Cheating
Rumors

By
Gabby Robles

Rumors can’t stop Will and Jada! Will Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith  marriage  is  still  going  strong  despite  cheating
rumors. According to UsMagazine.com, photos that have been
released of Will Smith and Focus costar Margot Robbie recently
led to rumors that the two were getting a little too close. A
source claims that the pictures were all in good, clean fun
and  that  nothing  is  happening  between  the  costars.  Jada
Pinkett Smith had previously stated, “What is the thing that
Will could do to make me not love him?… I can’t think of one.
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I’m sorry. Except if he did something bad to the kids – now
we’ve got a problem.”

How do you keep rumors from affecting your relationship?

 Cupid’s Advice:

Unfortunately, some people seek out every reason to make a
mountain out of a molehill. You have to keep your head up with
a strong sense of positivity as a couple, and know that you
won’t  let  anyone  knock  that  down  from  you.  If  you  and
your significant other  are facing some rumors and not sure
what to do about it, have no fear — Cupid is here!

1. Keep strong as a couple: You and your significant other can
silence the rumors and not let it bother you. People might
have bad things to say, but it is none of their business — and
definitely not their relationship! Ignore those who bring you
negative energy or who want to see you fail.

2. Work together: Rumors can really take their toll on a
situation — don’t let them! Talk about the situation with your
significant other and make sure that you both are on the same
page. Be there to listen to each other if it starts to get to
you and always be each other’s rock.

3. Keep your heads up: Don’t let people bring you down. If you
are both happy, you know your relationship is working out. If
your relationship is flourishing and is bringing you happiness
and everything you want, so don’t let anyone try to knock you
down.

How  have  you  kept  rumors  from  affecting  your
relationship?  Share  with  us  in  the  comments  below!



5  Celebrity  Relationships
with Open Marriages

By
Gabby Robles

Some say that open marriages are a recipe for disaster, but
these famous couples say otherwise. These married celebrity
couples admit that attraction to other people is a natural
force  and  don’t  restrict  each  other  in  the  slightest.  If
you’ve been curious about open marriages, why not take a page
from these five celebrity relationships that have them?

Open Marriages for Famous Celebrity
Couples
1. Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith: This Hollywood couple
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has talked openly about their marriage recently, with Will
Smith stating, “Our perspective is, you don’t avoid what’s
natural  and  you’re  going  to  be  attracted  to  people.”  The
famous couple doesn’t keep each other on a tight leash by any
means — even allowing one another to get intimate if the other
approves.

Related Link:  Why You Should Hold ‘Marriage Meetings’

2.  Robin  Thicke  and  Paula  Patton:  After  Robin  Thicke’s
scandalous VMA performance with Miley Cyrus, the celebrity
couple came forth about their open marriage. Thicke claims
that the two have a very strong love and have the “most
functional  dysfunctional  marriage  in  Hollywood.”  Whatever
works, we guess!

3. Dolly Parton and Carl Dean: These two have a “don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy. The country crooner told Oprah Winfrey in
2010, “That just means we let each other be who we are and how
we are. But I’d kill him if I knew he was with somebody.”

4. Kody Brown and Christine, Meri, Robyn and Janelle Brown:
Also known as “The Sister Wives,” this group is an extreme
example of an open marriage. While all of them care about
their family as a whole, some of the wives admit to having
animosity towards each other. With four women sharing one man,
we can’t blame them!

Related Link: Top 5 Celebrity Couples That Live Across the
Pond

5. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: While technically these two
aren’t  married,  the  famous  couple  share  six  children  and
behave in the public eye as such. Jolie claimed, “I doubt that
fidelity  is  absolutely  essential  for  a  relationship…  it’s
worse  to  leave  your  partner  and  talk  badly  about  him
afterwards.”  She also said that the couple never set any
restrictions on each other or their celebrity relationship,
even though they live together.

http://cupidspulse.com/hold-marriage-meetings/
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It might not be okay for you, but it sure works for these
famous couples! We give these pairs credit: An open marriage
cannot be the easiest thing in the world, but they’ve been
going strong for quite some time.

What do you think about these celebrity couples and their open
marriages? Share in the comments below!

Top 7 Best-Dressed Celebrity
Couples of 2013

By
Dixie Somers

Celebrity couples are almost always in sync in the fashion

https://cupidspulse.com/49534/top-7-best-dressed-celebrities-2013/
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department. They coordinate their clothes most of the time, so
their outfits usually complement each other. Here are the
seven best-dressed celebrity couples we would all love to
imitate in 2013:

1. Will and Kate

Arguably the most adorable and loved celebrity couples, Prince
William and Kate Middleton always bring their A-game in the
fashion department. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge always
look put-together, stylish and classy. From Will’s elegant
suits and crisp footwear to Kate’s ladylike-chic look, it’s no
wonder why this couple tops the list of the best dressed
celebrity lovebirds.

Related: What to Wear on a First Date

2. Liam and Miley

This  adorable  couple  has  the  same  edgy  street  style  that
consist of grungy band shirts and polished jeans, but when
they walk the red carpet, they definitely turn heads in a good
way. Miley Cyrus usually sports an edgy/elegant dress that
complements Liam Hemsworth’s crisp suits in the best of ways.
As  a  result,  they  will  always  be  known  as  a  fashionable
couple.

3. Will and Jada

Will Smith and Jada Pinkett-Smith always look superb on the
red carpet. Because they both have a retro glamour style, they
complement each other’s look perfectly. Jada always wears sexy
yet sophisticated gowns that fit her body perfectly, and Will
always looks sharp in his suits and tuxedos.

Related: Peter Facinelli’s Girlfriend Jaime Alexander Stuns on
the Red Carpet

4. David and Victoria

http://cupidspulse.com/what-to-wear-on-first-date-lunch-dinner-movie-formal-fashion/
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Posh Spice and Beckham always look amazing. Victoria’s style
is always trendy, always fashionable and always jaw-dropping.
In fact, Posh is one of the most fashionable women in the
world. Combine her fashion sense with Beckham’s suave look and
you’ve got a well-dressed celebrity couple who turn heads
whenever they walk in a room.

5. Eva and Ryan

Goodness, don’t Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling make such a cute
couple? They also make a fashionable pair. Gosling always
looks  like,  well,  a  celebrity,  and  so  does  Eva.  Eva’s
glamorous  flair  pairs  perfectly  with  Ryan’s  simple  yet
luxurious style.

6. Gwen and Gavin

This rocker pair always looks edgy and cool whether they’re
walking the carpet or just strolling. Gwen Stefani’s edgy
style  looks  amazing  when  paired  with  her  hubby,  Gavin
Rossdale’s  similar  rocker-cool  look.

7. Emma and Andrew

This adorable couple is a match made in heaven. Emma Stone and
Andrew Garfield have different styles, but they complement
each other perfectly. On one hand, you’ve got Emma who wears
some of the most beautifully sophisticated dresses on the
carpet. On the other hand, you’ve got Andrew who likes to wear
unexpected  pieces  like  bold  suits.  Together,  they  look
amazing.

This article was written by Dixie Somers. Reem clothing offers
trendy, fashionable clothing that is sure to spice up your
man’s closet.

http://www.reemclothing.com/Mens-Clothing/Mens-Designer-T-shirts.html


Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Halle  Berry,  Jada  Pinkett-
Smith and Heidi Klum

By
Shoshi

A celebrity’s love life tends to be packed with things that
create a hot mess. At the end of the day, when it comes to
their relationships, they’re just like everybody else: simply
trying to figure it all out.

For my first expert post, I took at look at the energy (aura)
of  some  hot  couples:  the  sexy  Halle  Berry  and  Olivier
Martinez, open marriage lovers Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will
Smith, and last but not least, Heidi Klum and her bodyguard
boyfriend, Martin Kirsten.

https://cupidspulse.com/48461/yolanda-shoshana-celebrity-couple-predictions-halle-berry-heidi-klum/
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Related Link: Spring Cleaning: 5 Signs It’s Time to De-Clutter
Your Love Life

Halle  Berry  and  Olivier  Martinez:  I  have  been  keeping  a
psychic eye on Halle Berry since she announced that she’s
dating Olivier Martinez. From the very beginning, their energy
as a couple looked vibrant and stable. While women envy Berry
and assume she can have any man that she wants, her love life
tends to be filled with drama and heartache. Berry was always
into  the “pretty boy” types, not that that’s a bad thing.
However, Martinez is an upgrade; Berry finally has a grown man
by her side.

Recently, Berry revealed that she is pregnant with Martinez’s
baby. Berry has never looked happier on the outside, but there
has been a shift in her energy on the inside too. She is more
settled and comfortable in her own skin. While she has made a
shift to fully embrace self-love, Martinez has been a big part
of  healing  Berry’s  energy  in  her  heart.  Looking  at  their
relationship as a whole, they have a wonderful connection.

From what I can see, it looks like Berry will have a bouncing
baby boy. I also predict that Berry and Martinez will pull a
Janet  Jackson  move  by  getting  married  at  a  secret  sexy
location in Paris.

Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will Smith: Finally, Jada Pinkett-Smith
decided to address the rumors about having an open marriage
with Will Smith. Not so fast, though: she actually did not
come out and say that they have an open marriage. We did find
out that Smith is his own man who can do whatever he wants and
that  Pinkett-Smith  trusts  him  since  they  have  a  grown-up
relationship. Some people are confused about what the heck she
means since it wasn’t a direct statement.

This couple has a very interesting energy that looks strained
in  certain  areas.  It  look  like  they  were  talking  about
divorce, which was coming more from the side of Pinkett-Smith,

http://cupidspulse.com/spring-cleaning-5-signs-de-clutter-love-life/
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but she changed her mind. Smith appears to be exercising their
rule of doing whatever he wants more than her. She was feeling
a bit neglected, but it made her hubby realize that he has to
prioritize what he has at home, or it shall be lost.

Although there is love in their relationship, it looks like
the type of love that is friendship-based. There is a lack of
passion between them at this point; if that doesn’t shift,
this marriage will be over for good.

Related Link: Will Smith Says Family Is All About Love and
Communication

Heidi Klum and Martin Kirsten: When Heidi Klum started dating
her  bodyguard,  Martin  Kirsten,  it  raised  a  few  eyebrows.
Hopefully, Kirsten will guard his heart in this relationship
since Klum’s energy has rebound written all over it. What Klum
was  missing  in  her  marriage  with  ex-husband  Seal,  she  is
getting from Kirsten; however, she isn’t allowing her feelings
for him to run deep.

Kirsten is completely smitten with Klum and her kids. In fact,
he had feelings for her before they started dating. It’s not
looking good for him though. Klum isn’t t ready to fully open
her heart to anyone. One day soon, Kristen is likely to get a
kiss goodbye from Klum, and he won’t even see it coming.

Jada  Pinkett  Smith  Shoots
Down Divorce Rumors…Again!

http://cupidspulse.com/will-smith-family-love-communication/
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Jada
Pinkett  Smith  once  again  denies  rumors  of  a  divorce  with
famous husband, Will Smith.  The actress and mother of two,
Jaden  and  Willow,  tells  Essence  Magazine,  “It  seems  like
{rumors} happens at least once a year, or at least once every
two years,” reports People.  Their 4-year-old follows that up
by clarifying that the two are not divorcing.  Their 15-
year marriage is still full of love according to her, adding
that Will is “another part” of her.How do you fend off rumors
about your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Rumors are sometimes inevitable, but there are some things
that  you  can  do  in  order  to  keep  gossip  about  your
relationships from spreading.  Cupid has some advice on how to
stop rumors in their tracks:

1. Be honest: People are bound to gossip, but it is up to you
what  information  you  would  like  to  disclose  about  your

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20619632,00.html


relationship to your friends and family members.  Make sure
that what you say to people are honest facts about how you’re
feeling, and not what you think sounds good.

2. Speak up: If you have a problem with something someone is
saying, tell them!  Asking someone to stop talking about your
personal life may not always work, but if there is a rumor
being spread that is not true or makes you uncomfortable, talk
 to the people who are spreading them; it’s a good step
towards making it stop.

3. Try to find out where the rumor is coming from:  People may
believe something that is not true based on your or your
partners actions or something taken out of context.  If you
can find out what caused the rumor to begin with, you can
address it and make sure that it is clarified.

 How  do  you  stop  rumors  from  circulating  about  your
relationship?  Share  your  comments  below.

Top  Five  Celebrity  Couples
Who Have Made Love Last

https://cupidspulse.com/32952/celebrity-married-couples-made-love-last/
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By
Tammy Warner

It sometimes seems like every married couple in Hollywood is
filing for a separation, an annulment or a divorce within a
few months of their wedding day. There are a few celebrity
marriages, however, that have managed to last despite the
unique challenges that fame can present. Here are some couples
who have defied the odds:

Related: What Can We Learn From Celebrity Divorces?

1. Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne: Perhaps the most unique couple on
this list are Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne, who have been married
since  1982.  The  Osbournes  say  that  their  relationship  is
stronger now than ever. Their marriage has definitely faced
obstacles, but the two have beaten a hectic touring schedule
and even a drug addiction. The pair have stood by each other
through many life events, even working together on projects,
and their 30th anniversary is this year.

2. John Travolta and Kelly Preston: John Travolta and Kelly
Preston were friends for several years before dating, but once
they were both finally single, Cupid’s arrow struck. The duo

http://cupidspulse.com/102982/relationship-advice-celebrity-divorces/


were married in a quick ceremony in Paris, France, in 1991.
Their relationship has overcome allegations of infidelity–an
unfortunately common problem for many celebrity couples–and
the  loss  of  their  son.  However,  the  two  are  still  going
strong.

3. Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson: Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson met in
1981,  but  romance  didn’t  blossom  until  1985.  The  couple
recently celebrated their 24th wedding anniversary, and both
claim that they continue to fall more and more in love with
each other. When most other celebrity marriages seem to be
falling apart, Hanks and Wilson’s is a glowing exception.

4. Jon Bon Jovi and Dorothea Hurley: Like the Osbournes, Jon
Bon Jovi and Dorothea Hurley have dealt with difficult touring
schedules, drug abuse and infidelity throughout their long
marriage. Despite the presence of these major issues, the
couple  always  works  through  them.  Bon  Jovi  still  states
publicly that Hurley “is the best ever.”

Related: 4 Steps to a Stronger Long Term Relationship

5. Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith: Even though rumors have
claimed that the marriage between Will Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith  is  over,  both  of  them  state  that  nothing  could  be
further from the truth. Married in 1997, they are happily
raising  two  children  who  appear  to  be  following  in  their
parents’ famous footsteps. They state that the reason they
have made it in Hollywood is because they “continue to grow

together,”  and  they  will  celebrate  their  15th  wedding
anniversary  this  year.

These  five  couples  aren’t  the  only  celebrities  who  have
managed to make their relationships succeed, but they are some
of the brightest glowing examples. As they show, whether you
are a celebrity or not, relationships can last with enough
work, patience and determination.

http://cupidspulse.com/4-steps-strong-long-term-relationship/


Tammy  is  a  freelance  writer  who  contributes  to  various
websites and www.christiandating.org. She enjoys writing about
relationship issues. 

Will Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith Discuss How They Make
Their Relationship Work

Amids
t rumors of marital woes, Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith
are proving that they are stronger than ever. The couple of
almost 15 years adamantly denies the troubled relationship
rumors, which Jada calls “ridiculous.” At the Men in Black III
premiere in New York City, Smith told People, “Being there for
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each  other  and  being  present  with  our  kids  is  the  most
important thing. I take being a parent very seriously.” Smith
went even further in showing love for his wife by saying, “I’m
so lucky to have someone like Jada. She’s really an incredible
woman, wife and mother.” It sounds like there’s no trouble in
paradise here!

How do you keep the spark alive in a long-term relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

In long-term relationships, couples often get too comfortable
with each other and forget about the spark that brought them
together in the first place. Here are some ways to keep that
spark lit:

1. Do things together: Do simple things together like helping
each other out around the house. A little help can go a long
way, and it leaves more room for the two of you to have alone
time together.

2. Kick up the romantic gestures: Some think that once you put
a  ring  on  it,  it’s  no  longer  necessary  to  impress  your
partner. Wrong. Spreading rose petals, lighting a few candles
and enjoying intimate dinners are all simple ideas that can
keep the butterflies fluttering in your stomach even after
years of being together.

3. Be spontaneous: In a long-term relationship, you may find
yourself settling into a routine, and lets face it, routines
can be monotonous. Keep the spark alive by taking a weekend
road trip or exploring different restaurants here and there.
It’s important to not get stuck in a rut.

How do you keep the spark alive in your relationship? Tell us
below.



Will Smith Says Family Is All
About Love and Communication

Will
Smith said that thanks to his relationship with his family, he
feels  “so  good  it’s  a  damn  shame,”  according  to
YourTango. Smith’s entire family–wife Jada Pinkett Smith, son
Jaden Smith, and daughter Willow Smith–are in show business,
and Smith helps them by producing their projects. He always
dreamed of building a family where everyone would talk and
work  together,  and  now  the  Smith  household  is  all  about
communication and learning lessons as a family. Though Smith
noted that they don’t always get everything right and they
still have a lot of learning to do, he said, “It’s wonderful
to be with the people you love.”

https://cupidspulse.com/31833/will-smith-family-love-communication/
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How do you ensure that your family remains bonded?

Cupid’s Advice:

You can choose your friends and you can choose your partner,
but you can’t choose your family. Your relatives can often be
the most important people in your life, but getting along with
them is sometimes difficult. However, there’s a lot of ways
you can keep your family ties strong. Cupid has some tips:

1. Take time to talk: Like Smith says, communication is key to
building a strong and happy family. Though modern families
often live largely separate lives, try to take time to share
things like the events of your day, your problems, and your
thoughts  on  issues  that  matter  to  you.  You’ll  find  that
knowing a little more about what’s going on in your family
members’ lives will bring you all closer.

2.  Do  things  together:  Chances  are  that  everyone  in  your
family has their own busy schedules. It’s also likely that
they  all  have  different  interests.  Though  the  Smiths  are
always  busy  with  their  careers,  Will  Smith  still  enjoys
getting the whole family together for breakfast. Spending even
a  small  amount  of  time  doing  things  like  sharing  meals,
playing games, and going on daytrips together are all great
ways to strengthen your family’s bonds by giving you something
to connect over.

3. Let your family have some space: Too much togetherness can
lead to an excessive amount of control. Remember that everyone
in your family is a unique person who deserves chances to make
their  own  decisions.  Smith  lets  his  children  express
themselves: though he didn’t think Willow should have cut her
hair short, he respected her rights to her own body. Ensuring
everyone gets to do what they want, at least once in a while,
will keep resentment from breaking apart your family bonds.

How do you keep your family together? Tell us below.

http://cupidspulse.com/kelly-clarkson-too-happy-relationship-brandon-blackstock/


Will Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith  Are  Caught  Kissing
Courtside

Rumor
s have been flying lately about trouble in Will Smith and Jada
Pinkett Smith’s marriage.  However, the rumors may be dying
down after the couple were seen smooching on the kiss cam
Friday at the Philadelphia 76ers-Miami Heat game in Smith’s
hometown of Philadelphia.  According to People, the couple’s
children, Willow, 11, and Jaden, 13, also joined their parents
at the game.  According to a spectator, the two looked like
they were having a very good time.

How do you show the bond in your relationship when rumors are
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swirling?

Cupid’s Advice:

Rumors about the demise of your relationship are often hard to
ignore, but if you take them to heart, they’ll end up causing
drama.  Here are some ways to counter them:

1. PDA: Public displays of affection don’t always have to be
inappropriate and annoying.  Show everyone how much you care
about your significant other by planting a kiss on them in
public.

2. Hold hands: There’s nothing more romantic than strolling
down the street hand-in-hand.

3. Do your own thing: Ignore the rumors, and live your life.
 If you manipulate your actions based on what other’s think,
you’ll never have a chance to be yourself with your partner.

Can  rumors  of  a  breakup  ruin  an  otherwise  healthy
relationship?   Share  your  thoughts  below.


